Alumni Coll. Lectures Are Well Attended

Several Hundred Present at Initial Meetings; Dr. Crowdle’s Talk on General Chemistry Popular

Arousing city-wide interest, the Canisius Alumni College has met with overwhelming success. Registration has already swelled far beyond expectations of the faculty. The first Sunday, February 20, a crowd of nearly six hundred persons flocked to hear the lectures and the following week, contrary to predictions, the number increased to eight hundred. Only the lectures on the contemporary European scene and those on recent trends in English and American literature, which are given in the auditorium, can accommodate any more persons than are now registered. A capacity crowd jammed the first science lecture, “General Survey of Chemistry,” given by Doctor Crowdle, head of the Chemistry department.

The history department will be addressed Sunday, March 6, at 3 P. M. by Rev. Raymond G. Bosch on Fascist Imperialism and the Corporate State. At 4:10 Dr. Martin I. J. Griffin will discuss Tales of Terror and of Growth, as a subdivision of Recent Trends in English and American Literature.

Fr. Frisch Will Speak

Also at 3 P. M. those interested in Physical Basis of Personality will hear Rev. Dr. John A. Frisch, S.J., lecture on the Nature of Development. At the same time in the Social Security department, Mr. Dion T. Rahill will take up Old Age Provisions. At 4:10 Mr. Austin V. Signeur will discuss New Tools in Analytical Methods, under Recent